Cotabato Light gives computer printers to SK-Police
Written by Donjie G. Vertuoso

SK-PNP: Cotabato Light HR/Comrel Officer Ms. Anna Lea Lee Nataño with Metering
Supervisor Engr. Arsenio Jovero do the turnover of two brand new computer printers to Sultan
Kudarat (SK) Police Office represented by SP01 Kasim Purong and company.

Undeniably, proper reporting and documentation are vital functions in every offices, more so
with our policemen who make lots of blotter reports and documentation. Thus, computers and
printers are needed in the office, and SK-PNP is among of those that needs such valuable
equipments.

Seeing such opportunity to be of help, Cotabato Light is quick to provide the solutions by
donating two brand new LX-matrix computer printers worth Php 16,000. Previous years, the
said police office was also the recipient of three brand new computers with printers from
Cotabato Light and Aboitiz Foundation.

The turnover ceremony was held at Cotabato Light conference room on January 19, 2011. The
computer printers were received by SK Police Chief of Investigation and Intelligence Section
SP01 Kasim Purong in behalf of SK-PNP Chief Jeseryl Dela Cruz. With him are P01 Arvie
Armada, P01 Dixon Carumba and P01 Felipe Parilla. HR/Comrel Officer Ms. Anna Lea Lee
Nataño led the Cotabato Light team during the donation turnover.

“Cotabato Light and the Aboitiz group in general are grateful to help our policemen because we
are one with you in promoting peace. We believe that we are all stakeholders and partners in
peace building thus we should work together to make our place a better place to live”. Ms.
Nataño commented.
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“Maraming salamat po maam! We are thankful and happy to receive these donations. We really
need these computer printers in our police office to speed up our work and documentation
procedures.” SP01 Purong said.

The deed of donation was signed by both parties to formally document the turnover and
acceptance. As responsible peace-loving corporate citizens, Cotabato Light and the Aboitiz
Foundation Inc. will continue to support the peace efforts of the local policemen on promoting
peace, and more especially on apprehending of electric pilferers. //
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